GENeral license no. 4

Authorizing the wind down of transactions involving defense industries system or al
junaid multi activities co ltd

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this general license, all transactions prohibited
by executive order (e.o.) 14098 that are ordinarily incident and necessary to the wind down of
any transaction involving defense industries system, al junaid multi activities co ltd, or any
entity in which defense industries system or al junaid multi activities co ltd owns, directly or
indirectly, a 50 percent or greater interest, are authorized through 12:01 a.m. eastern daylight
time, july 31, 2023, provided that any payment to a blocked person must be made into a blocked
account and reported to the office of foreign assets control consistent with § 501.603 of the
reporting, procedures and penalties regulations, 31 cfr part 501.

(b) This general license does not authorize any transactions otherwise prohibited by
e.o. 14098, including transactions involving any person blocked pursuant to e.o. 14098 other
than the blocked persons described in paragraph (a) of this general license, unless separately
authorized.
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